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No responsible longboarding discussion would be complete without mentioning safety. Whenever you set out to ride a narrow board of wood down at high speeds, you run the risk of hurting yourself - bad. Like everything else, becoming an experienced longboarder requires practice. To get the maximum
impact on practice sessions, you need to be comfortable on the board. Part of being comfortable involves taking precautions. Maybe you'll be a little weaker if you know that your noggin is safely enclosed in, say, a Triple 8 Brainsaver helmet made of black rubber. There's got to be a reason they called it
that, right? Advertising Also, if you also wear knee and elbow pads, as well as flat soled closed-toe shoes, you will be less susceptible to injury and more comfortable on the board, which will allow you to make the most of each session. Having said that, you certainly want to do everything you can to
prevent the destruction on the hard asphalt. If you are driving downhill and your board starts to shake and wobble, you have a short amount of time to choose your next move. On a clean roadway you can maintain control by moving your weight - effectively turning - in one direction or another. If you are
executed properly, you will overcome the vibration of the board by making a smooth turn and slowing down the descent of the dash, rather than allowing the board to vibrate out of control (source: Karg). Since each rider is different, you should consult an expert to determine the best board and board
settings for your own purposes. If you live near a skate shop, get in touch and talk to a longboard specialist if you have one. If that's not an option for you, jump online. Numerous online forums, such as Silverfish Longboarding, are available specifically for longboarders of all abilities to share ideas and
learn from each other's bloody palms. broken elbows and bruises. Read on in a different way you can customize the longboard. In 1926, Tom Blake built the first hollow wooden surfboard, drilling dozens of holes in his solid wooden board and then covering it with a layer of wood (source: Couldwell). This
innovation, along with the invention of waterproof glue, soon led to the construction of hollow balsa wood, plywood and mixed balsa and hardwood boards. Wooden boards remained the most popular choice until about the 1960s, when more and more surfers began to choose fiberglass boards. In recent
years, however, the tree has made something of a comeback (source: Brisick). Modern wooden boards are usually made of balsa wood or available alternatives such as paulownia, cedar and even plywood source: Brisick. Although wooden boards are heavier and generally more expensive than



fiberglass boards, they are also stronger, more environmentally friendly and in the water sources: Brisick, Jensen. Many surfers also find classic wooden boards to be stunningly stunning Advertisements for fiberglass surfboards, which originally made an appearance in the 1940s, are usually made of foam
kernels wrapped in fiberglass, cloth and resin. Sometimes they are strengthened by carbon fiber. These boards are usually cheaper, lighter and perhaps more buoyant than most wooden boards. There are two main types of fiberglass boards: Polyurethane-core boards glazed with polyester resin, usually
cheaper than polystyrene or wooden boards. They are buoyant, very durable, and a huge variety of pop-out (off-shelf) polyurethane boards readily available for rent or buy at almost any surf shop in the world. Polystyrene (Styrofoam): In 2005, the closure of a major foam manufacturer caused a shortage
of polyurethane, so surfboard designers began experimenting with polystyrene, which is three times lighter as well as more buoyant than polyurethane sources: All About Surfboards, Surf Science. Polystyrene emits fewer volatile organic compounds than polyurethane, which makes it a better choice
ecologically, and since polystyrene should be edoxic resin, these boards are even more resistant to fractures than polyurethane boards. On the other hand, polystyrene boards can start delaminate at temperatures above 140 degrees Fahrenheit (60 degrees Celsius), so they probably shouldn't be left in
hot cars (source: Surf Science). The board is larger than the materials it is made of - size can also make a big difference in how the surfboard works. In the next section, you'll learn more about the different sizes of the board. Read on to find out which size is right for you. Page 2 Surfing has been around
for thousands of years and it continues to grow in popularity as a sport and lifestyle. Emerging among Polynesian fishermen who learned that riding the waves was an easy, quick way to get back ashore, surfing is now an international sport that attracts both hardcore, year-round surfing devotees and
campers just looking to have a few hours of fun in the sun. A separate culture has developed around the surfing lifestyle, and surfers are looking for new places to chase the next big wave. What makes the place great for surfing? It is important to keep in mind that surfing is a good sport, not just a
summer activity. Thus, prime surfing locations have good conditions during each season. But that doesn't mean it has to be warm and sunny. In fact, winter weather and tidal movements often cause the biggest waves to break down. For example, the temperature in Bundoran, Ireland is cold even in the
summer months, and water can drop to cold temperatures in winter. But the huge swells of waves that crash here continue to attract adventurous surfers looking for a wild ride. And sometimes the best surfing spots are not the ones that attract thousands of visitors; often the best beaches Catching waves
are known only to locals and surfer enthusiasts who will travel wide and throughout for the perfect wave. Surfers play their cards very close when it comes to hotspots for surfing. The onslaught of tourists can destroy the atmosphere of surfing and lead to overcrowding conditions. Where are the best places
to catch the biggest waves? Where can both beginners and pros enjoy surfing spoils? Content When you think of the west of Ireland, you probably don't think of a top surfing spot - small villages, pubs and sheep fields are probably more likely to enter your imagination. However, in recent years, Bundoran
and the west coast of Ireland have become a mecca for adventurous looking surfers. In fact, Surfing Magazine recently named Ireland as an undiscovered must surfing spot. Ireland's geographical location makes this area well suited to huge waves. This is the first point of contact for storms in the ocean,
and the rocky coastline, full of reefs and point breaks, makes it ideal for large waves of surfers. In fact, low pressure systems occurring in winter cause waves as large as those found in Australia, Indonesia or Hawaii. And, with Ireland's recent economic boom in the last 20 years, it's much easier for you to
buy surf equipment there. Bundoran is a three-hour drive from Dublin and is the surfing capital of Ireland. While the huge, tug-of-the-waves here attract experienced surfers, there are also plenty of beach breaks for beginners. While the waves swell can grow to huge heights, average waves between 6 and
10 feet (1.8 and 3 meters). The Tullan Strand consistently brings good waves to beginners, while in Streedagh, Rossnowlagh and Mullaghmore, waves are suitable for big waves of surfers crashing ashore. Waves as large as 45 to 55 feet (13.7 to 16.7 meters) in height were recorded in Mullaghmore
Head. Along with locals who are familiar with the surf, Bundoran attracts many international surfers looking to catch the perfect waves. While the surfing culture hasn't taken over here--- you're unlikely to hear a dude or a man talking in an Irish brogue - you'll certainly find hardcore surfing enthusiasts who
aren't intimidated by freezing water (sometimes dipping into the 40s Fahrenheit, 4.4 degrees Celsius), rainy weather and rocky terrain found in this part of Ireland. With more than 1,500 miles (2,414 km) of coastline, Peru is one of the hotspots in South America for surfing. Lima, the nation's capital, offers
different places for all types of surfers. From beautiful, tranquil beaches throughout the city to the many sturdy breakers that jet on the coast, Peru's beaches offer prime places for beginners and advanced surfers alike. In Peru, there are 28 million people in the country, many of whom are hardcore surfing
enthusiasts (source: New York Times). The waves here are as big as those hawaii, but this place has yet to attract an overwhelming crowd of tourists. In fact, some of the best places are often almost empty, so surfers can enjoy the big waves without a flock of tourists. Advertising locals, however, are well
aware of the waves found in their region. Advertisements in the area are dominated by billboards featuring swimsuit-clad surfers endorsing everything from cell phones to soft drinks. Surfing seems to be working in the blood of the people of Peru. Peruvian Sofia Mularanovic won the World Surfing
Championships in 2004, a competition that is usually won by American and Australian surfers. As a result of her victory, surfing is caught on as a sport that rivals football in popularity among Peruvian teenagers. One of the great advantages of this area of Peru is the variety of waves that can be found
within a few miles. Directly around the capital, you will find surfers chasing waves all day and night. In Kon Tiki the waves are so huge that sometimes you need tow. Pros like Mulanovic practice in nearby La Isla. In Pico Alto, waves grow up to 25 feet (7.6 meters) high. Punta Hermosa, 48 km north of
Lima, is the centre of Peruvian surfing culture. If you want to check out Hawaii's famous waves but beat the tourist crowd, head to the north shore of Oahu. This pristine coastline is famous for its coconut palms, clean, warm turquoise water, beautiful white-sand beaches and world-class waves. It is also
home to some of the best surfing spots in the world such as Ehukai Beach Park, Banzai Pipeline and Sunset Beach. Ehukai Beach Park is located about 100 meters (91.4 meters) from the pipeline, where the waves form a near-perfect pipe. It often hosts surfing competitions at the World Championships.
You can find wave swelling of 15 to 20 feet (4.5 to 6 meters) in nearby Sunset Beach. And Waimea Bay is home to some of the largest recorded waves in the world. Advertising In the winter months, waves on the island of Oahu can reach more than 25 feet (7.62 meters). As with any big wave surfing
spots, surfing can be extremely dangerous for both experienced and beginners. Surfing here can quickly rise from 2 feet to 25 feet (0.6 to 7.62 meters) during the day. In fact, during the winter in Waimea, waves were recorded at 50 feet (15.2 meters). Fortunately, Oahu has many protected beaches, and it
is best to ask the lifeguard about the conditions. Even the pros do it. But if you want to take a more relaxed approach to surfing on Oahu Island, you can ride the waves near caves full of Hawaiian sea turtles. Australians love their surf, and one of the most popular wave rides in Australia is on the Gold
Coast of NSW. As about 90 per cent of the country's population lives along the surfing plays an important role in the lives of many Australians. You can see the impact of surfing on everything from fashion to food And Australians know their surfing spots. With 57 beaches and numerous world-class point
breaks, the Gold Coast --- with waves swells from a few feet to 25 feet (less than a metre to 7.62 metres) - it's a great place for beginners to learn the basics of surfing and surfers to ride some epic waves. There are also too many great breaks for surfing to count. Some of the most popular include South
Stradbroke Island, Spit, Burleigh Heights, Main Beach, Surfer Paradise, Broadbeh and Talleblager Beach. Home to the most consistently good waves in the country, Gold Coast hosts the first round of the Association of Surf Professionals World Tour. The subtropical climate here provides warm water
temperature all year round. Advertising It's pretty easy to catch a wave here too. In the morning, if the swell waves come from the east and the wind conditions are good, you can easily spot the break and are almost guaranteed some great waves. You can catch the biggest waves in winter. But tourists are
wary: because of the popularity of this place, locals love to guard their turf. Locals are silent about the best places to catch big waves, and often flock to lesser-known places to conquer the tourist tide. Surfers are known to be secretive about the best places to find the biggest waves. When the word comes
out about these pristine places, tourists flock to them, and the surfer's peaceful laid-back lifestyle may be lost. Located north of San Francisco, the Lost California Coast is the longest stretch of calm coastline in the continental United States. It hasn't been discovered by many surfers, but the surf break
here is a legend. Ghost Point is one of the best places along the Lost Coast to check out the waves. The winds here blow strongly against the rugged coastline, and although the waves at Ghost Point are not the largest in California, their consistent qualities of speed and symmetry make them ideal for
surfers. And the Mediterranean climate of this area of California allows cold ocean water and steamy ground temperatures, perfect for surfing. In summer, ocean temperatures in the 60s and 70s Fahrenheit (15.5 and 21 degrees Celsius). Advertising Lost Coast is about 80 miles (128.7 km) from the
coastline, bordered south by Sinkyone Wilderness Park. To the north of the park, past the mouth of the Mattole River, is the King Runz National Wildlife Refuge, which is an ideal destination for tourists and wildlife enthusiasts. Sand cliffs mark the shore of this place along the Pacific Ocean, about five
hours north of San Francisco. There are powerful currents and dangerous rip tides here, so be on the lookout. And the terrain here is definitely not for the faint of heart. The area is so rugged that when the construction crew building State Route 1 saw it, they plans and moved the project 30 miles (48 (48
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